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ABSTRACT

laptops to be connected to the Internet. In the past, Network Address Translation (NAT) [19] devices have been widely used to
combat the problem of address space depletion. These devices,
typically deployed at the edge of a network, translate internal private address of every packet to external globally unique IP address
and vice-versa. Though the next generation IPv6 standard defines
a very large 128-bit address space and potentially eliminates the
need for NATs, its widespread adoption and deployment is still unlikely in near future. In addition, NATs offer other benefits, such
as private addressing in large public networks, frequent changes
in addressing plans, use of heterogeneous (e.g. IPv4, IPv6) addressing schemes, and policy enforcement. Given this, NATs will
continue to be an attractive solution in near future. In such a case,
the network will consist of large number of domains, each with its
own address space, that are delineated from the other domains and
the public Internet by NAT devices. We call such domains NATdomains.
Mobility is an important characteristic of wireless networks that
enables location transparent access to network services. With the
growth of public wireless networks, mobility across domains with
heterogeneous address spaces will be needed. The mobility support at the network layer has been investigated extensively in recent years and several mobility solutions have been reported. We
argue that these existing mechanisms have several deficiencies and
present a new mechanism called MobileNAT that rectifies them and
addresses the current trends. It supports both intra-domain micro
mobility and inter-domain macro mobility and can co-exist with
IETF standardized Mobile IP protocol [5].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the basic network, mobility and session model we assume
in our design. In Section 3, we introduce the idea of using two
addresses per host [13]. We then describe how address translation can be employed via the Anchor Node (AN) and Mobile Node
(MN) to support intra and inter-domain mobility for sessions with
hosts in the public Internet. Then we consider intra-domain and
inter-domain sessions and highlight an interesting problem of virtual address aliasing and possible solutions. Section 4 describes the
use of DHCP and a new element called Mobility Manager (MM) to
signal mobility events in the network. Section 5 presents the design
and implementation overview of our M OBILE NAT prototype using
Windows XP client and Linux NAT box. In Section 6, we discuss
possible extensions, limitations and other relevant aspects of the
M OBILE NAT scheme. Finally, Section 8 presents the conclusions.

We propose a new network layer mobility architecture called M O BILE NAT to efficiently support micro and macro-mobility in and
across heterogeneous address spaces common in emerging public
networks. The key ideas in this architecture are as follows: (1) Use
of two IP addresses – an invariant virtual IP address for host identification at the application layer and an actual routable address at the
network layer that changes due to mobility. Since physical address
has routing significance only within a domain, it can be a private address and therefore, does not deplete the public IP address resource.
(2) New DHCP enhancements to distribute the two addresses. (3)
A new signaling element called Mobility Manager (MM) that uses
Middlebox Communication (MIDCOM) framework to signal the
changes in packet processing rules to the Network Address Translators (NATs) in the event of node mobility. Our proposal does not require any modifications to the access networks and can seamlessly
co-exist with the existing Mobile IP mechanisms and therefore, can
be used to provide seamless mobility across heterogeneous wireline
and wireless networks. We report implementation details of a subset of our ideas in a testbed with Windows XP clients and Linux
based NATs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer Systems Organization]: Network Architecture—
wireless communications

General Terms
Design, Experimentation
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INTRODUCTION

Current trends indicate that the Internet address space will be
strained further as the deployment of new wireless access networks
(e.g., CDMA2000, 802.11 networks) enables diverse and potentially mobile end-systems such as telemetry devices, sensors, PDAs,
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2. NETWORK AND MOBILITY MODEL
In our basic model used to design M OBILE NAT (Fig. 1), we assume that each domain, called NAT-domain, consists of a homogeneous address space such as IPv4 or IPv6 and is delineated from the
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3. BASIC IDEAS IN MOBILENAT
In this section, we describe the details of M OBILE NAT and its
components. We first present the main ideas and then describe how
mobility events are handled.
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Figure 1: Basic network and mobility model
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Figure 2: Structure of the anchor node
chor Node consists of two logically separate elements connected in
series (Fig. 2): (1) Address Translator (AT) which performs Network Address Translation (NAT) [19] or Network Address Port
Translation [19], and (2) a traditional router.
In this paper, we consider only IPv4 address spaces. The addresses of the kind         have been reserved
as private addresses which need not be globally unique in the Internet [10, 17].
We believe that a large percentage of devices such as sensors,
PDAs, laptops do not offer globally accessible services and therefore, do not need globally unique IP addresses all the time. For
example, when accessing Internet from a public hotspot at a railway station, the user mostly accesses services from the email and
web servers but does not offer long-lived services to other Internet users. Therefore, temporary private addresses within the NATdomain will be common. All non-private addresses are globally
unique and therefore, are public addresses. A NAT-domain may
also allow co-existence of the private and public addressing.
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Consider a mobile node (MN) (Fig. 4) with IP address  
with an active TCP session of type ½ to a corresponding node (CN)
. The TCP layer at MN maintains the 5with IP address 
tuple       identifying this connection, where 
and 
are the source and destination port numbers. Similarly
the 5-tuple at CN is [TCP, d,s,b,a]. When the MN moves to a new
network, and gets a new IP address, say 
, the original
TCP connection association at the server is no longer valid and
therefore, the connection is lost. This results from the limitation of
overloading the IP address with two functions: host identification
by TCP layer, and network attachment information for routing [13].
This problem of session preservation on mobility can be solved
at various layers: socket layer, transport layer and network layer.
For instance, the TCP stack at the CN and MN can be modified
to maintain the connection when the tuple changes. M OBILE NAT
is a network layer mobility approach that works at the IP layer,
and hence is transparent to the higher transport and application layers [5, 13]. To address the dual functionality problem of the IP
address, we use two IP addresses for each MN (Fig. 4) [13]:
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Figure 4: Problem with IP address
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Virtual IP ( ) address: A fixed address is used for host identification that does not change on mobility. This is exposed to
the TCP/IP stack and higher layer applications.

MN

Figure 3: Details of a NAT-domain

Physical IP ( ) address: This routable address identifies the current point of MN attachment to the Internet and is used for
routing packets to the MN. Clearly, this address must change
as the MN moves.

Different domains may use different access mechanisms such as
802.11 wireless LAN or 3G wide area wireless access. Each NATdomain can be a layer-2 (e.g., switched Ethernet) or layer-3 (e.g.,
IP) routed network. A layer-3 domain consists of several layer-2
subnets interconnected by IP routers as shown in Fig. 3. A Mobile
Node (MN) can experience three kinds of mobility: (1) layer-2 mobility within the same subnet, (2) layer-3 mobility across subnets,
and (3) layer-3 mobility across adjacent domains. The MN may
have several active TCP/IP (e.g., web, telnet) and UDP/IP (e.g.,

Both  and  are unique and can be either private or public
addresses as shown in Table 1. Using two IP addresses per host
may first seem wasteful. However, except case 4, in all the other
cases, at least one of the addresses is private and therefore does not
conflict in the public Internet.
2

The AN can use one of the two policies: (a) Policy ½ : If possible, expose MN’s  external to the domain. (b) Policy ¾ : Never
expose MN’s  . In case 1 discussed above, since  is private,
policy ½ is not possible and the default policy of AN is ¾ .
In all the remaining cases, MN still maintains    rule.
Also, if AN enforces policy ¾ , it maintains the    rule.
The alternate scenario where AN enforces ½ is considered below:

Table 1: Types of  and  addresses
case 1
case 2
case 3
case 4





Private
Private
Public
Public

Private
Public
Private
Public

Case 2 [private  , public  :]  has global routing significance and all packets within the public Internet with this destination address can always reach the AN. Therefore, under
policy ½ , AN maintains a rule    for the traffic
between MN and external CN, and exposes the MN’s  address to the Internet.

3.2 Intra-domain mobility for Internet-sessions
App
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Case 3 [public  , private  :]  has no global routing significance and therefore, AN must maintain a translation rule
   . Since, AN does not expose  to the Internet,
this case does not deplete the public IP addresses.
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NEW
Flow
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Case 4 [public    :] Similar to case 2, since  is global,
AN maintains a rule    . Although  has global
significance, it is used only within the NAT-domain.

AAN
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Flow

Table 2 summarizes the translation at AN for intra-domain mobility. We will later discuss the implications of using ¾ and exposing a public  transparently outside the domain on the interdomain mobility.

Figure 5: Handling intra-domain mobility for Internet-sessions
For simplicity, we first consider case 1 in Table 1, where both
and  are private addresses. Fig. 5 shows a TCP connection
from the MN with addresses     to the correspondent node,
the CNN web site, with address 
and port . The MN’s
   . Since the address
TCP association is      
 is not used for packet routing, before MN transmits the packet
to AN, it must transform it to make it routable on the Internet. One
technique is to translate  in every packet to  . Specifically, for
all the transmitted packets, the MN changes the source address SA
– an operation called Source NAT (SNAT) and for received packets
it changes the destination address – an operation called Destination
NAT (DNAT). A thin software layer, called shim-layer, between the
TCP/IP stack and the network interface driver in the client machine
can maintain translation rules SNAT, DNAT:   . When
the packet with source address 
 and destination address


reaches the anchor node, the address translator in
AN maps the private address  to its external publically routable
address  . The CNN web server therefore maintains a 5-tuple
association    
    
. The AN maintains a
address mapping rule    . In addition, the AN may perform translation on the TCP source port (SP). Note that for the
traffic from the CNN server to the MN, similar translations are applied in the reverse direction at AN and MN. We can see that the
address  is used for routing packets to MN in the NAT-domain
and  is used to proxy-receive packets from the Internet destined to the MN. The SNAT operation on MN’s outgoing traffic is
optional as the source address is not used for NAT-domain routing.
This however, requires that the AN maintain a address mapping
rule    and the subnet routers in the NAT-domain not do
source address based ingress filtering.
As the MN moves, the address  changes within the NATdomain but the 5-tuples maintained at the MN and CNN server do
not change. This however, requires that the address mapping rules
maintained at MN and AN must be changed. The name MobileNAT
follows from the fact that NAT is performed in a mobile node and
also, in the AN to support mobility. Since these NAT operations
are transparent to the CN, no changes are required to CN.


Table 2: Summary of packet mapping rules at AN


AN rules
Policy ½
Policy ¾
case 1 Private Private      
case 2 Private Public
  
  
case 3 Public Private      
case 4 Public Public
  
  

3.3 Alternative to address translation at MN
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Figure 6: Tunneling vs. translation
An alternative to using address translation at MN is tunneling
(Fig. 6). In this mode, an IP-in-IP tunnel [18, 14] is used to forward
the packets from the MN to AN. The outer IP header has source address  of the MN, whereas the inner IP header has  as known
by the CN. The AN strips off the outer header before forwarding
the packet to the CN. The reverse traffic from the CN to MN does
not necessarily need a tunnel from AN to MN. If tunneling is used
in the reverse direction, the source address in the outer header can
be that of the CN or the AN.
3

The advantage of tunneling is that it involves less processing
overhead. The disadvantage is the additional header overhead, hence
the increased packet size on bandwidth limited links such as wireless access links. For example, an Internet telephony application
using 8 kb/s codec (e.g., G.729) with 20 ms packetization interval
has 20 bytes payload, 12 bytes RTP header, 8 bytes UDP header
and 20 bytes of IP header. Each IP packet in translate mode will be
60 bytes whereas that in tunnel mode will be 80 bytes (33% more).
With translation, we need one actual IP and one virtual IP per mobile node. With tunnel mode, we can share the same virtual address
across multiple nodes, provided a private node does not talk to another private node with the same virtual address. The choice of
tunnel or translate mode can be made by the mobile node or can
be a domain specific service provider policy. The chosen mode can
be signaled at the time of acquisition of    addresses. If the
domain already needs a NAT, then the processing overhead at AN
in translation mode is not an issue since NAT co-located at AN will
anyway do the translation. Also, the MN modifications are simple
as most OS support standard IP-in-IP tunneling.

as that of the Home-NAT, or (b) it can be always reverse proxied
through the Home-NAT (in either tunnel or translate mode). Case
(b) is useful if the router to which AN in the visited domain connects performs ingress filtering based on source address.
When the MN moves to another visited NAT-domain  ¾ , if
it uses a private  , the AN of  ¾ becomes the Home-NAT for
the new connections originated in that domain. For the connections
originated in domain  ½ that are still active, the AN of  ½
continues to be the Home-NAT. If a MN with long lived sessions
moves across multiple domains, different connections may end up
with different Home-NATs and Visited-NATs. A service provider
may enforce a policy on how long a node can use its AN as HomeNAT after moving out of its domain. When the node returns back
to the Home-NAT, the mappings for the existing connections must
be updated. As long as the MN is using the old virtual IP of the
Home-NAT domain, it must refresh this address with that domain.
If  is a public address exposed to the Internet (policy ½ ), then
the Home-NAT is like a statically assigned Home Agent (HA) in
Mobile IP, and the Visited-NAT resembles the Foreign Agent (FA).

3.4 Inter-domain mobility for Internet-sessions

3.5 Intra-domain mobility for intra-domain
sessions
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Mobility across domains:

To handle the intra-domain sessions between nodes in the same
domain (¾ in Fig. 1), the virtual address  is assigned routing
significance within the NAT-domain such that all packets destined
to  are routed to AN.

,
Fig. 8 shows an active session between an MN (½
 ½
   ) and a fixed CN (
  )1 Based on
the destination address (DA), the MN recognizes CN to be intradomain and does not perform the SNAT on packets to CN. These
packets 
  
 are routed by standard IP routing
to the CN (line 2 in Fig. 8). The packets from CN to MN 
 
  are routed to the AN by virtue of the fact that all
packets destined to  are routable to AN. The AN performs the
DNAT:    on the packets to forward it correctly to MN
(line 1 in Fig. 8). The shim-layer in MN performs additional DNAT
before forwarding the packets to its transport layer.
When the MN moves to another subnet in the same domain, it
   , the DNAT rules
acquires a new actual address ¾
at the AN and MN are appropriately altered and the CN to MN
session continues to work (lines 3, 4).
Alternatively, the CN can have a virtual address   that is
registered in the local DNS, so that the MN does not need to distinguish between the public Internet and intra-domain CN. The

preserving Internet-

When the MN originates a new transport connection from within
a NAT-domain, we call the AN of that domain as the Home-NAT
for this connection. Fig. 7 shows a TCP session from an MN with
addresses (½ ,  ) to the CNN web-server’s HTTP port 80. The
AN with external address   is the Home-NAT for this session. When the MN moves to another domain containing AN with
address   , it acquires a new actual IP address ¾ . We call the
AN of this visited domain VD as the Visited-NAT.
Since the CN still thinks that it is connected to the old address
  , we need to signal the Home-NAT to forward the packets
to the Visited-NAT’s external address   . Also, the VisitedNAT is signaled to forward the packet on this session to the internal
MN’s actual address ¾ . Again, the choice of tunneling or translation between the Home-NAT and Visited-NAT is possible. Since
the NATs are expected to be on high-speed wireline network, the
bandwidth overhead of tunneling is not really an issue. However,
tunneling reduces the number of external IP addresses needed for
the migrated connections, as all the connections can share the same
IP address.
Note that the traffic from the Visited-NAT to the CN can be either
(a) direct, in which case the visited NAT fakes its source address

½
CN may be an intra-domain web server with a private address
accessible only within the NAT-domain and not from the Internet.
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A

packets destined for CN with 

 are always routed
to AN. The AN performs DNAT:      and SNAT:

  
 before forwarding packets. This method also
preserves the session when both nodes are mobile. However, the
traffic to a non-mobile node with a virtual destination address is
inefficiently routed via AN.
If MN moves out of the NAT-domain, the CN will be unreachable and the session ¾ cannot be preserved. We believe that this
represents the correct semantics for the intra-domain sessions. If
the CN’s services are on a publically routable address, then the AN
can proxy the packets correctly.
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3.6 Preserving inter-domain sessions
An inter-domain session (¿ in Fig. 1) is feasible in two cases:
(1) CN has a public address: In this case, the NAT-domain must
have internal routing that uses public addresses, not all of which
are exposed to the Internet. Specifically, AN should expose only
the addresses of those CN nodes that should be reachable from the
public Internet. (2) If the NAT-domain uses a private address space
and the CN therefore, has a private address, the AN of the domain
must serve as a proxy for the CN and advertise its public address
as the address for the CN. Therefore, the inter-domain sessions are
similar to the Internet-sessions considered in Section 3.2 and 3.4.

Home NAT
135.180.32.4

Figure 9: MN from private address space to public address
space
public address space. The tunnel mode between the AN and MN is
same as Mobile IP with the home agent at the Home-NAT, and the
co-located foreign agent at the MN. Since there is no Visited-NAT,
the shim-layer needs to do the translation and signal the HomeNAT’s to update translation tables.
A node, already in a public address space, presumably using Mobile IP with a global home address, when moves to the NAT domain, can use the existing IP-in-UDP tunnel approach [12]. This
scenario is not applicable to M OBILE NAT. However, if the node’s
home agent is co-located with the AN, then it may choose to switch
to M OBILE NAT mode from the previous Mobile IP mode.

3.7 Virtual address aliasing
When the MN moves to the new NAT-domain, it attempts to renew its  and obtain new   . However, since private address
allocation in different NAT-domains can be independent, in the
worst case, another node in the domain may already be using  .
We call this scenario as virtual address aliasing. If the new AN uses

  SNAT or DNAT rules for some other node’s  , such
aliasing results in ambiguity in data forwarding. Note that although
 may not be unique,     pair is always unique in a domain.
So the MN can obtain a new   and   during address renewal if it discovers  conflict. It then tunnels its packets to the
AN using 
   
 tunnel header to encapsulate the    , which has       .
The AN decapsulates the packets, and uses      to differentiate them from existing     pair.
The MN continues to use the old virtual address  for the
old sessions, and uses the new   as the preferred virtual address for the new sessions. Unless the MN closes all the old sessions, it can not release  . Until then, it can not establish a new
session to another conflicting node in the network with the same
IP address. However it can still establish sessions to other nonconflicting nodes using   . If the MN’s OS is not capable of
assigning two virtual IP addresses to the same interface, the shimlayer tries to expose another virtual adaptor with the new virtual address. If this also fails, then it gives a choice to the user to (1) continue with the old sessions, and not establish new sessions, or (2)
close all the existing sessions and start afresh. When the shim layer
detects that all the sessions are closed it automatically removes the
old virtual IP mappings and uses the new IP for all purposes. To
avoid this connection tracking overhead, prompting the user is preferred over automatic handling.
An alternative approach to avoid aliasing allocates non-overlapping
range of virtual addresses among different NAT-domains. This is
useful only for a single service provider network with multiple
NAT-domains.

4. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
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Figure 10: MobileNAT network architecture
Fig. 10 illustrates the network architecture that implements the
M OBILE NAT ideas. It consists of the NAT-domains each of which
contains three main M OBILE NAT components: (1) an anchor node
AN, (2) collection of a DHCP server and relays and (3) a new signaling entity called Mobility Manager (MM).
The AN may be implemented as a (1) traditional edge router
with NAT support, or (2) a separate NAT device connected to a
traditional router.
We propose using DHCP to acquire the two per-host IP addresses
(   ) and to signal the mobility events. We assume that the
NAT-domain consists a layer-3 routed domain segmented into subnets interconnected by routers. Each subnet has a DHCP relay

3.8 Moving between a NAT-domain and the
public Internet
Fig. 9 shows a node moving from a private NAT domain to a
5

5.1.1 Driver functions

either co-located with the router or separate, which forwards the
DHCP requests to the per-domain DHCP server. The server maintains the address allocation maps and leases for the domain.
When the MN boots or moves to a new subnet, it sends DHCP
messages to discover the domain’s DHCP server and to request
 and 
using our new DHCP extensions. The client device
must be capable of detecting subnet moves. For example, a 802.11
client can listen to the Access Point (AP) beacons and decipher the
change of subnet from the advertised ESSID.
The third entity in our architecture, Mobility Manager (MM),
signals mobility events to the AN. A single MM may control several ANs in one or more domains and may be co-located with the
DHCP server. The MM talks to ANs using the Middlebox communication protocol framework [20, 22] over secure communication
channels such as IPSec [11]. The MN can obtain the MM address
using DHCP configuration, much like obtaining default gateway
and DNS server addresses. When the    corresponding to an
MN changes, the DHCP server or the MN conveys the mobility
event to the MM which in turns uses its MIDCOM functions to
signal the changes in the mapping rules (Table 2) to the AN. The
details of the messages exchanged for this are not described in this
paper.
One can use a separate lightweight protocol between the MN and
MM instead of defining our DHCP extensions. The MN can learn
the MM address via DHCP and register with it. The MM may
authenticate the MN using AAA back-end infrastructure similar to
the Mobile-IP registration procedure.
The DHCP messages exchanged between the MN and the DHCP
server should be authenticated [4], and should use a timestamp in
the signature to prevent replay attacks. This verifies to the DHCP
server that it is talking to the correct client, and to the client that it
is talking to the correct server.
The DHCP server, MM and NAT in our architecture are mutually
trusted entities and secure communication must exist among them.
Similarly, the MMs in different domains should use appropriate
secure communication.
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Figure 12: Windows intermediate driver architecture
Microsoft Windows OS uses Network Driver Interface Specification (NDIS) to enable communication between a Network Interface
Card (NIC) and a protocol (such as TCP/IP or NetBIOS). Fig. 12 illustrates various kernel-mode drivers it supports. A miniport driver
directly manages a NIC. An intermediate driver interfaces between
the upper-level protocol drivers and the miniport driver. The protocol driver provides interface to the higher level socket library and
applications.
We implemented our M OBILE NAT shim-layer as an intermediate driver by extending the Passthru driver available in the Windows Driver Development Kit (DDK). The Passthru driver does not
modify any packet, but provides hooks to monitor the packets. Our
driver allows configuring the MN using a new ioctl command in one
of the four different modes: default Passthru mode, Mobile-IP node
in home network, Mobile-IP node in foreign network, Mobile-NAT
node in translate mode. This allows implementing both Mobile IP
and Mobile-NAT in the same module.
In Windows, the network protocols such as TCP/IP, ARP, DHCP
and ICMP are all implemented in a single monolithic black-box
driver, TCPIP.sys. Since we do not have control over the driver’s
internal functions, we need to duplicate some of the DHCP, ARP
and check-sum computation functions in the shim-layer to handle
IP address mapping between virtual and actual addresses.

5.1.2 MobileNAT client
The M OBILE NAT client, mnatc.exe, implements a DHCP client
and a stripped down DHCP server, and must be running on the mobile node for the M OBILE NAT functionality. It registers with the
shim-layer driver to receive all incoming and outgoing packets of
interest such as DHCP. When the TCPIP.sys driver sends a DHCP
request, the shim-layer diverts it to mnatc, which then initiates a
new DHCP request asking for virtual address along with other configuration parameters. We defined new DHCP options to request
and receive virtual address  . The client extracts the appropriate
fields such as the  ,  , DNS name server, Mobility Manager
address, gateway IP and subnet mask from the response, and sets
these values in the shim-layer driver using our new ioctl commands.
The shim-layer uses ARP to resolve the IP addresses of the gateway or other subnet nodes, to their MAC addresses for sending the
packet. The mnatc client then invokes the DHCP server functions
to satisfy the original DHCP request from TCPIP.sys. In this response, it specifies the default gateway as 10.0.0.1 and the subnet
mask as 255.0.0.0. Other parameters, like DNS server IP address
and domain name are as received from the actual DHCP server. It
also indicates that the (virtual) IP lease will never expire and takes
care of renewing the actual IP lease from the external DHCP server,
transparent to the TCP/IP layer. Since the media disconnect and
connect indications are blocked in the shim-layer, TCPIP.sys does
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Addr “Av”
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DHCP
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5.1 Client side components
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This section describes the design and implementation overview
of our M OBILE NAT prototype using Windows XP client and Linux
NAT. We implemented and demonstrated connection migration of
an active TCP telnet session and a RealVideo session with external
public node when the MN in the NAT domain moves from one
subnet to another.

Application

GUI Apps

TDI

Network and
interface
selector

Net IF

Unified mobility client

Figure 11: MobileNAT client on Windows XP
The client implementation has two parts: (1) the shim-layer is
located between the TCP/IP stack and the network interface and
acts as an intermediate driver, and (2) the application level entity
called mnatc processes the DHCP client messages and interacts
with the shim-layer.
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not know about them and does not initiate any new DHCP request
when the cable is re-connected.
The DHCP client and server functions can be decoupled from the
M OBILE NAT client to build an integrated unified mobility client [2]
supporting both Mobile IP and M OBILE NAT (Fig. 11). The colocated Mobile IP mode needs DHCP. If the node has multiple interfaces (e.g., 3G and 802.11b) and is within the reach of multiple
access points, the selection of the appropriate active interface and
network must account for measured signal strength and user assigned priorities based on pricing and preference. Our interface
selector periodically polls the intermediate driver to collect radio
signal strength and perform statistical averaging [2].

ules. In the current implementation, the connection tracking module invokes a function from the NAT module when the IP address
changes.
Another limitation of the Linux NAT is that SNAT can be applied
only in post-routing and DNAT only in pre-routing stages but not
vice-versa. This means, for intra-domain sessions, we must convert the destination (DNAT) from virtual to actual IP before routing
decision is made, and then after the routing decision is made, convert the source (SNAT) from actual to virtual. This causes problem
with application protocols such as FTP, RTSP and SIP that send IP
address in the signaling message payload. Consider a node with
private address  initiating an FTP session to an external host  .
Suppose the NAT has allocated the external IP of  and port  ½
for this connection. When the node sends an FTP command to
download a file to its IP  and port  , the FTP module in NAT
traps the message and changes the IP and port to  and  ¾ , respectively. Now the server will send the data packets to this new
port  ¾ of NAT, which will in turn forward them to  /  . If the
actual IP changes from  to   the FTP module will not know
about this change and the old association for the data traffic will
break. Even with M OBILE NAT the FTP module breaks, since the
association is maintained with respect to the actual IP rather than
the fixed virtual IP.
Linux NAT does not allow SNAT in pre-routing stage so the actual source IP can not be changed to the virtual source IP before
the FTP module is invoked. An alternative approach is to use two
different NATs. An internal NAT changes the virtual to actual and
vice-versa, and the external NAT applies the standard masquerade
table for the virtual IP to external IP (and port) for the connection.
However, this involves more processing as the translation needs to
be done twice. Alternatively, we can enhance the FTP and other
helper modules to also provide setsockopt to change the IP from
old to new.

5.2 Server side components
In our prototype, the DHCP server and mobility manager (MM)
are integrated together and are co-located in AN. The server allocates the IP addresses and also configures the NAT using the Linux
netfilter modules. We defined a new setsockopt option to change
the IP address of the existing connections in the Linux connection
tracking module.

5.2.1 Background on Linux NAT
We use the netfilter, iptables, ip conntrack and ip nat modules
in the Red-hat Linux kernel 2.4.18 for NAT functions. The netfilter
module provides a generic framework for any filtering and translation of IP packets on a router or host. It provides processing hooks
at various stages in the routing path. In particular, for routers, the
pre-routing stage can have DNAT and the post-routing stage can
have SNAT. Moreover, standard NAPT functionality of mapping
internal private IP and port to external public IP and port is implemented using the MASQUERADE table in the post routing stage
for packet going to the external interface.
These NAT tables can be specified using the iptables command,
which is a replacement for the old ipchains. The first packet in
a session is processed by the ip nat module, that looks up into
the various tables, translates the IP address, and creates a connection tracking mapping. For example, if we set the MASQUERADE table using iptables to allocate IP address (e.g., in range
135.180.32.1-135.180.32.7) and port (in range 8000-10000) for outgoing connections, and make an outgoing TCP connection to a
public host, the ip nat module picks up an available external IP
and port from the specified range for the connection and creates
the connection tracking entry as an internal data-structure in the
ip conntrack module. All subsequent packets in the session are
applied the same address translation of the selected address and
port. When the reply comes from the public host, the connection
tracking entry makes sure that the packet goes to the correct IP and
port of the internal private node.
We defined a new setsockopt option, SO REPLACE NAT IP,
to change the connection tracking data-structure in the ip conntrack
and ip nat modules when the node moves and acquires new address, so that the active sessions are preserved. The connection
tracking module maintains a hash-table of all the connections in
each direction. The hash table maintains the tuple of protocol,
source IP, destination IP, source port and destination port. The
forward direction structure is linked to the reverse direction. The
connection structure also has protocol specific information (port
number) and information about other modules like NAT and FTP
helper). The hash key is computed using the source/destination IP
addresses, ports and protocol. When the actual IP changes, the hash
for the connection changes, hence its corresponding entry needs to
be relocated from the old slot in the hash-table to the new slot. The
same is true for the internal hash tables in the NAT and FTP mod-

5.2.2 DHCP server and Mobility Manager
We enhanced the udhcp [1] DHCP server to support M OBILE NAT. The modifications for virtual IP address affects only the M O BILE NAT hosts, and the server can still be used to allocate IP addresses to non-M OBILE NAT hosts.
The server maintains a range of virtual IP addresses and a set
of ranges for actual IP addresses for different subnets. The virtual
IP address is returned in the new DHCP shim-layer address option
of the response, only if the DHCP request had that same option
element present. The actual IP address is allocated based on the
subnet of the relay agent.
Since the DHCP server is co-located in the AN, for the sake of
expediency, we integrated the Mobility Manager functions in the
DHCP server. However, the same functions can be implemented
in a separate active task. In our prototype, once virtual and actual
IP are allocated for a host, the DHCP server updates the SNAT
and DNAT tables in NAT to map the actual source IP to virtual
source IP and the virtual destination IP to the actual destination
IP for the packets coming in and going out on internal interface,
respectively. Note that SNAT and DNAT are used only for intradomain sessions and not applied for the connection from internal
private node to external public node. If the DHCP server detects
that the actual IP was changed for a given virtual IP for a node, then
it also updates the connection tracking module with setsockopt
command described earlier.
Currently, we are in process of characterizing mobility handoff
performance in terms of latency and overheads of M OBILE NAT
using representative measurements in our testbed. We expect to
have detailed results in near future.
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6.

DISCUSSION

BILE NAT proposal. For example, address translation from IDMP
and destination option from IPv6 can be explored and reused instead of inventing a new signaling option.

In this section, we discuss possible extensions, limitations and
other aspects of M OBILE NAT.

IPv6 in NAT domain: With IPv6 NAT domain, we do not need
to use private IP addresses as there will be plenty of IPv6 public
addresses. This involves the case when the MN has virtual and
actual public IP addresses. However, the NAT device is still needed
to translate between this IPv6 domain and the external IPv4 public
Internet.

Eliminating special client software: One possible criticism of M O BILE NAT scheme is that it requires changes to the client software
- specifically, a shim-layer driver and a M OBILE NAT client. However, this is not different from several other mobility schemes, the
most prominent being Mobile IP. From our prior experience in
building Mobile IP client software for Windows to support persubnet Foreign Agent (FA) and co-located FA modes [2], we believe the complexity of M OBILE NAT software is quite comparable.
An alternate approach that can eliminate the need for client software is possible: in this mode, the address translation functions
from the shim-layer in the client MN are moved to a per-subnet
anchor node AN such as the default subnet gateway, router or FA.
The IP address of the host never changes despite change of subnets and domains, which leaves host transport connections uninterrupted. The subnet AN proxies the packets to and from the MN
after appropriate translation. Clearly, the packets are forwarded between MN and AN only by layer-2 forwarding mechanism such
as label switching, Ethernet switching or shared wired, wireless
LANs. This alternative approach requires deploying AN in every
subnet. We believe change in client to be easier and incremental
than change in the network infrastructure, given that installing a
new software or driver is just a few mouse click away for the Microsoft Windows users.

Single unified mobility client: We are currently building a unified
mobile IP, simple IP and M OBILE NAT client that can use the best
suited and available mechanism for mobility and network access.
For instance, if a foreign agent is not found but a mobility manager
is present then it uses the M OBILE NAT scheme, whereas if both
foreign agent and mobility manager are present but the user wants
to host a service (e.g., a web server) then it may use the Mobile IP
scheme with its well known public home address.
Mobility to 3G network: We are exploring how to use the system
to provide mobility to a node in 3G network. The NAT, mobility
manager and DHCP server sit on the PDSN of the 3G network.
This is for further study.
Paging using IP multicast: Existing IP multicast based paging
mechanisms [15] can be reused in M OBILE NAT. Whether this is
sufficient or we need more specific paging scheme is for further
study.
Multiple NAT for load balancing: It might be desirable to share the
address translation load among multiple distributed NAT devices
in a single domain. Secondly, a network can have more than one
NAT devices along the path from MN to CN. The details of packet
processing and message flows in this scenario are excluded from
this paper due to space constraints.

Fast hand-off and DHCP latency: DHCP introduces additional
latency that is not suitable for fast hand-off. We can modify the
DHCP implementation so as to remove the timeouts on mobility,
however that implies a non-standard DHCP implementation. Alternatively we can propose a new signaling protocol for mobility
between the mobile node and the mobility manager similar to Mobile IP registration mechanisms.

Services by MN need DNS updates or public IP address: If a mobile user wants to host a public service (e.g., web server or media
server) it should be accessible from outside the NAT domain. This
is a generic problem with NAT. The M OBILE NAT system can be
extended to allow leasing a public virtual IP address to the internal
node from the external public address pool available with the NAT
device. Alternatively, dynamic DNS updates can be used to update
the host name to IP address mapping for the mobile node.

Route optimization for intra-domain sessions: All packets to the
virtual address of MN go to the NAT device before getting routed
to the actual address of the MN. If the MN is talking to another
MN in the same NAT domain, then we can optimize the routing
path by sending packets directly between the two nodes. However
the MN needs to detect that the other side is also a M OBILE NAT
client in the same domain and indicate to it the actual IP address
such that the packets can be sent by the other side directly to the
actual IP address of this MN. When this MN moves, the other side
will detect the ICMP host unreachable error and will start sending
the packets to the virtual IP (to the NAT) again. There are two
options to convey the actual IP: define a signaling between the two
MNs (similar to [21]) or define a signaling from the NAT/MM to
the MN. Both approaches should allow secure (authenticated and
authorized) signaling.

AAA integration: We are exploring how the system can integrate
with existing authentication mechanisms, e.g., using RADIUS, to
an external AAA infrastructure.
Security Considerations: The security issues need to be addressed
in the following places:

 M OBILE NAT should work with IP security (IPSec). The AH
(authentication header) mode is not possible with network
address translator devices in the network, however the ESP
(encapsulated security payload) should be allowed. IPsec is
used in VPNs (virtual private networks).

Co-existence with Mobile IP and Hawaii: If a mobile node uses
Mobile IP instead of M OBILE NAT it can still roam in the NAT
domain. The only difference is that it does not have a virtual IP address. Other IP based micro-mobility mechanisms (like Hawaii [16]
or hierarchical Mobile IP) can also co-exist with the M OBILE NAT
scheme. In fact in an incremental deployment scenario, one can use
Mobile IP for macro-mobility and M OBILE NAT for intra-domain
mobility.

 M OBILE NAT should work with transport layer security (TLS)
like secure socket layer (SSL).
 The inter-domain mobility requires packet flow between two
different NATs in two different domains, i.e., the Home-NAT
forwards the packets to the Visited-NAT. The system should
also allow reverse tunneling from Visited-NAT to Home-NAT
so that the Visited-NAT does not have to spoof the source IP
address.

Co-existence with non-mobile IP clients: A non-mobile client using simple IP can also exist in the NAT domain.
Using other existing protocols: Parts of the existing protocols such
as IDMP [3], RSIP, IPv6 are similar to some of the schemes in M O -

 The mobile nodes subscribed to some independent service
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provider with appropriate AAA infrastructure should be allowed to roam in the M OBILE NAT domain.

Hawaii: Hawaii [16] uses IP within the domain, however the intradomain routers must maintain per-host routing information. This is
not scalable with increasing number of mobile nodes in the domain.

RELATED WORK

Hierarchical mobile IP (HMIP): A domain wide gateway foreign
agent (GFA) manages host mobility within the domain. When the
MN moves to the new domain, the global HA is informed. Unlike
Hawaii, it uses tunneling between the GFA and FA.

The topic of supporting mobility on the Internet is a well-researched
topic and several macro and micro-mobility schemes have been reported in the literature [5, 21, 7, 3]

Intra-domain mobility protocol (IDMP):
IDMP [6] is similar to hierarchical mobile IP, except that it also
allows multiple mobility agents (similar to GFA in HMIP) for load
balancing, and can use DHCP for signaling. IDMP is also well
suited for NAT domains where the mobility agent also interacts
with the NAT device for IP address translation.

7.1 Mobile IP (MIP) and its variants
Mobile IP [5] is proposed by IETF as a network layer mobility
scheme. The MN has a fixed home address (HA). When the MN is
in its home network, it uses its home address. When the MN moves
to a different foreign network, it discovers a foreign agent (FA) in
the local network, and registers with it the home agent (HA) in the
home network. The packets from MN to CN are sent directly with
the source IP as the home address. The packets from CN to MN
reach the HA. The HA encapsulates the IP packet inside another
IP packet and forwards it to the FA using IP-in-IP tunnel. The
FA decapsulates the packet and forwards the actual inner packet
to the MN. Since MN and FA are in the same broadcast network,
the destination IP remains as home address of the MN, and the
forwarding is done at layer-2. The outer tunnel from HA to FA has
the source IP of the HA and destination IP of the FA. The same IP
address of the FA can be used by any number of MN for tunneling.
In the absence of a FA in the visited network, the MN may use a
co-located foreign agent. However, in this case it will need one
local IP address apart from the global fixed home address.
The triangular routing is prominent in Mobile IP and extensions
have been proposed, e.g., reverse tunneling, location register (MIP
LR) and route optimization (MIP RO), to avoid the triangular routing.

7.3 Application level mobility
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP [9]) is also proposed for application level mobility [8] in IP telephony and 3GPP, but can not
be used as generic connection migration protocol (e.g., to preserve
TCP sessions on mobility). The MN re-REGISTERs with the global
home SIP server when the MN moves. The existing calls are modified using re-INVITE to update the media transport address after
mobility.
One advantage is that it can work without any mobility support
from the lower layer.

7.4 Transport level mobility
A number of proposals are available to support mobility at the
transport layer or the socket layer however all of them suffer from
a serious drawback that the CN needs to be modified.
Virtual-NAT: More recently, VirtualNAT [21] has been proposed
for connection migration of TCP connections when a host moves
from one location to another. It uses the concept of two addresses,
a fixed virtual IP and a changing actual routable IP. The translation
is done in the client network stack. Explicit signaling messages
are exchanged between the two connecting endpoints for mobility.
The proposal does not deal with external NAT devices. It requires
modification at both the end-points for connection migration.

IPv6 mobility: The new IPv6 endpoints can be built such that they
respect the destination IP option. This is similar to the route optimization, where the CN can discover the actual IP address of MN,
and send the packets directly to the network in which MN is currently located. Since IPv6 is not yet deployed, this solution is not
feasible.
Mobile IP with NAT: Since FA and MN inside a private address
space are not visible to the HA, a UDP-in-IP tunnel is proposed [12]
instead of IP-in-IP from the HA to the FA to traverse through NAT
and NAPT devices. The HA knows that the FA is behind NAT if
it discovers that the IP address (private) of the FA is different from
where the packet is actually received (external address of NAT).
The NAT mapping is established from the node in the private address space (FA or MN) to the HA in a signaling message, and the
reverse mapping is used by the tunnel from HA to FA.

Real-specific IP (RSIP): Although, RSIP is not for mobility, it allows a node to query the NAT device for its external IP and port.
The private node uses a tunnel to the NAT where the inner actual IP
packet contains the actual destination IP in the remote domain and
the actual source IP that the NAT has allocated for this private host.

7.5 Comparing with MobileNAT
Fig. 13 highlights some of the differences between M OBILE NAT
and other approaches. In particular, most of the Mobile IP based
approaches require changes in the routing infrastructure, per-host
routing or deploying the foreign agents. M OBILE NAT does not
need any change in the routing infrastructure. Only the NAT and
DHCP server need to be deployed on a per-domain basis. Unlike
M OBILE NAT, some other optimized approaches need changes in
CN. Moreover, M OBILE NAT assumes an external NAT device, and
provides choice between tunneling and translation. It uses the existing protocols like DHCP and ICMP for signaling. It can co-exit
with other IP and Mobile IP nodes.

7.2 Micro mobility protocols
Mobile IP alone is not suitable for micro-mobility and fast-hand
off. Every time the MN moves, it must inform the home agent of
the new location. If the HA is far-off, informing the HA every time
the MN moves introduces undesirable delay in hand-off. A number
of micro-mobility protocols have been proposed, to provide a hierarchical signaling such that the global HA is not informed if the
MN moves within one domain. The local domain wide gateway
handles the micro-mobility. These protocols assume Mobile IP for
global mobility.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Cellular IP (CIP): One big problem with Cellular IP is that it uses
proprietary non-IP protocol within the domain [23] and can not
inter-operate with other IP endpoints in the domain. This is suitable for a single service provider environment but not for a heterogeneous mix of endpoints.

New wireless access technologies such as 802.11 networks will
enable large scale deployment of public hotspot and wide-area wireless data networks and rapid growth in mobile end-devices. For
most of these devices, transiently allocated IP addresses instead of
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permanently assigned Home IP addresses will be sufficient under
most common circumstances. Given this, public networks may use
private addresses coupled with NATs to tackle the explosion in the
number of IP devices. In this paper, we propose a new scheme
called M OBILE NAT for supporting efficient micro and macro mobility of devices across such private and public heterogeneous address spaces. Our technique uses a fixed unique virtual IP address
for host identification and a dynamic, unique actual IP address for
routing within the domain. Address translation is performed both
at the client in the shim-layer and at the NAT device in the Anchor Node (AN). We use existing protocols like DHCP and ICMP
for signaling and introduce a domain wide mobility manager to
co-ordinate inter-domain and intra-domain mobility. Our use of
MIDCOM framework allows separation of control path functions
in the mobility manager from the per-packet address translation in
the NAT device.
Our scheme introduces a novel concept of dynamic home agent
on a per-connection basis. The biggest advantage of our scheme
is that unlike several micro-mobility schemes reported in literature,
it does not require any change in the routing infrastructure in the
domain or does not need any foreign agent. It co-exists with Mobile IP and is easy to deploy. Our prototype implementation of
M OBILE NAT architecture clearly demonstrates feasibility of our
architecture.
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